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Created for writing, journalism and mass media classes 

Discussion Questions & Exercises 

Today’s News Exercise: What murder cases currently dominate the local or 

national news? Pick one case and conduct your own media autopsy. Among 

the questions to explore: 

 Is this an Act I (Breaking News), Act II (Follow-up Feature) or Act III 

(Enterprise) story according to the definitions provided in the book?  

 Are the news organizations being fair to any suspect or the accused?  

 Are news organizations treating the victim or victims, family and friends and witnesses fairly and 

with compassion?  

 How does the reporting differ depending on the medium – newspaper, broadcast , Internet? 

 Is the coverage helpful? Does it celebrate the life of the victim and promote healing? Does it 

offer unique insights into the dynamics that allow such crimes to persist? Does it offer advice or 

examples of what the community prevent such incidents in the future? 

 What advice would you offer journalists about how they could improve their coverage? 

THE FATTY ARBUCKLE CASE 

1. GUILT OR INNOCENCE – Was Fatty guilty or innocent? How can we know? What contemporary 

cases raise questions about unfair media  portrayals today? What can we, as news consumers, 

do to ensure we are not being misled and to reduce  our culture’s appetite for sensationalism? 

 

2. WHY THE FASCINATION? – Why do people enjoy reading about murder? Is the audience for 

such stories primarily female or male? Educated or uneducated? What other factors play a role? 

What do psychologists say about how we use these stories to master our fears? 

 

3. CELEBRITY – How did celebrity affect the way the press and the criminal justice system treated 

Fatty Arbuckle? Was Fatty “persecuted” because he was a symbol of Hollywood’s immorality? 

Does celebrity help or hurt in court? Consider the trials of O.J. Simpson and Patty Hearst. 

 

4. CONTEMPORARY MEDIA – What would be different about how would the media cover the 

Fatty Arbuckle case today? How have newspapers changed? Broadcast news? Consider the role 

of online celebrity news sites such as TMZ and Mediaite. How would Nancy Grace of CNN 

Headline News treat the case? Also discuss the role of social media (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, 

etc.). 
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5. THE LAW & JUSTICE  – There is a different legal standard for the press in covering a public 

figure/celebrity versus a private citizen. The argument is that those who choose to enter the 

public sphere invite more media scrutiny. Celebrities often argue that is unfair. Should free 

speech allow news organizations to employ a different standard for celebrities? Cite cases (such 

as the death of Princess Diana) where the role of the press raised questions about whether the 

standard should change.  What about the role of the paparazzi? Are broadcast media inherently 

more intrusive? 

 

6. THE “FRAME” – The frame many journalists employed for the Arbuckle case was Beauty and the 

Beast, with Arbuckle as the Beast and Virginia Rappe as the Beauty. What frame would you put 

on the story? Or are frames inherently distorting? How should journalists report on such cases? 

What recourse do celebrities have if they feel they were treated unfairly? How do press laws 

differ in other countries like ours such as Canada and England? 

 

7. HEADLINE & LEDE – Pick a contemporary crime case and write a headline and lede (50 words or 

less) about the case using the sensational approach used during the time of the Arbuckle case. 

What ethical issues does doing so raise? 

 

8. SOB SISTERS – Are TV commentators such a Nancy Grace today’s Sob Sisters? Or are they more 

like Avenging Angels? What does that say about how society has changed? 

THE KITTY GENOVESE CASE 

1. EXAMPLES FROM TODAY – The “Genovese syndrome” was used to describe situations where 

bystanders stood by and did nothing to help the victim. Would the story of Kitty Genovese ring 

true today? Do we see this same phenomenon today, maybe with bullying? What have we 

learned since about the “bystander effect”? Do readers today suffer from “compassion fatigue”? 

 

2. PORTRAYALS OF THE PERPETRATOR & THE WITNESSES – Did press accounts of convicted killer 

Winston Moseley at the time portray him more sympathetically than he would be today? How 

have times changed and why? Were the “uncaring” witnesses treated fairly? 

 

3. CONTEMPORARY MEDIA - What would be different about how would the media cover the Kitty 

Genovese case today? How have newspapers changed? Broadcast news? Consider the role of 

online celebrity news sites such as TMZ and Mediaite. How would Nancy Grace of CNN Headline 

News treat the case? Also discuss the role of social media (Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, etc.). 

 

4. NEWS ORGANIZATIONS TODAY – Would The New York Times invest the time and resources 

today in giving this case as much coverage as it did back then? Would a newspaper in a smaller 

town be able to do so? How have the economics of the news business changed since then?   
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5. CHANGES IN SOCIETY – Would this story resonate with people the same way today? How have 

times changed? Would people today care about Kitty as much today as they did back then? 

What factors account for the differences, if any? 

 

6. THE MEDIA AS GATEKEEPER – Abe Rosenthal became the voice of authority for this story 

because of the power of The New York Times to set the agenda. Do contemporary media have 

the power to set the agenda as they did in the past? Which press and broadcast outlets still have 

the power to do so? How has blogging and citizen journalism changed the dynamic? Has the 

fragmentation of the media made it more difficult to correlate the various elements of our 

society? Have we lost something in the process – and what have we gained? 

 

7. REPORTING ON KITTY – If you were a reporter covering the case today, what else would you 

want to know about Kitty Genovese? How would you dig out the story? (Consider the role of 

social media such as Twitter and Facebook.) 

 

8. A MULTIMEDIA PORTRAYAL – If you were producing a multimedia package on the murder for a 

news organization today, how would you use different media to tell different parts of the story? 

What would go into the text story? What would you tell through videos? Podcasts? Maps? 

Animations? Charts? Webcasts? Audience engagement through social media? 

TRUMAN CAPOTE’S “IN COLD BLOOD” 

1. ACT III STORIES – What does the Victims and the Media Program consider an Act III story? Can 

you find an article about murder today that qualifies as an Act III story? Explain why it does. 

 

2. IMPACT TODAY – How does Capote’s book hold up today? Is it still relevant? Do some elements 

seem dated? If so, which ones and why? What elements or themes still resonate? Is the book 

still worthy of accolades as a classic? Why? 

 

3. THE NON-FICTION NOVEL & TRUE CRIME – How has the non-fiction novel evolved? What 

literary techniques do writers use to tell similar stories today? Is the true crime genre different 

from the non-fiction novel, in terms of content, treatment or intent? Give examples. 

 

4. EMPATHY FOR THE PERPETRATOR – Should journalists explore the reasons behind the 

perpetrator’s behavior? Does it detract from respect for the victims to investigate and report on 

why perpetrators act as they do? Or does reporting on situations such as childhood abuse risk 

being perceived as a way to excuse their behavior? 

 

5. FAIRNESS FOR VICTIMS – Did Truman Capote treat the victims fairly? Should the private lives of 

private citizens thrust into the media spotlight become the subject of such scrutiny? Should 

reporters tell more of the “dark side” of private citizens? Is it fair to investigate their lives if they 

refuse to cooperate? Should victims be compensated for being portrayed in commercial media?  
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6. IMPACT ON THE JOURNALIST – Research confirms that people can suffer from secondary 

trauma. What can journalists do to protect themselves? What evidence do we have the Truman 

Capote may have suffered from his reporting on the crime, its aftermath and the execution of 

the two killers? How did he try to cope? 

 

7. BECOMING PART OF THE STORY – Traditional journalism warns against journalists becoming 

part of the story. Explore the reasons why. Do they make sense today? What are the benefits 

and drawbacks of having reporters become involved with the people and the situations they are 

reporting on? What ethical concerns could this raise?  

 

8. THE NEW JOURNALISM – Who are the inheritors today of the new journalism mantle of Capote, 

Mailer, Talese, Didion, Wolfe and Hunter S. Thompson? The previous generation supported 

itself by writing articles for magazines and books. Is the same true today? If so, which magazines 

continue the tradition? Has mainstream journalism adopted aspects of the New Journalism of 

the late Sixties and Seventies? Give examples.  

 

9. AUTHOR AS CELEBRITY – Truman Capote became a regular on talk shows of the era. How do 

authors today promote their books? What are the benefits and drawbacks of celebrity? What 

are the ethical limits authors should consider in trying to sell their books? Use contemporary 

examples. 


